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Abstract—Thermal analysis is an essential step that enables
co-design of the computing system (i.e., integrated circuits and
computer architectures) with the cooling system (e.g., heat sink).
Existing thermal simulation tools are limited by several major
challenges that prevent them from providing fast solutions to
large problem sizes that are necessary to conduct standard-cell
level thermal analysis or to evaluate new technologies or large
chips. To overcome these challenges, we introduce a SPICE-based
parallel compact thermal simulator (PACT) that achieves fast
and accurate, standard cell to architecture-level, steady-state, and
transient parallel thermal simulations. PACT utilizes the advan-
tages of multicore processing (OpenMPI) and includes several
solvers to speed up both steady-state and transient simulations.
PACT can be easily extended to model a variety of emerging
integration and cooling technologies by simply modifying the
thermal netlist. In addition, PACT can also be used with popular
architecture-level performance and power simulators. In com-
parison to a state-of-the-art finite-element method (FEM)-based
simulator (COMSOL), PACT has a maximum error of 2.77%
and 3.28% for steady-state and transient thermal simulations,
respectively. Compared to a popular compact thermal simula-
tor, HotSpot, PACT demonstrates a speedup of up to 1.83×
and 186× for steady-state and transient simulations, respec-
tively. We also show the applicability and extensibility of PACT
through modeling emerging integration and cooling technologies,
such as monolithic 3-D integrated circuits and liquid cooling via
microchannels, and full-system simulation integration on a 2.5-D
system with silicon-photonic network-on-chips (PNoCs).

Index Terms—Compact thermal models (CTMs), SPICE,
standard-cell level thermal simulation, thermal simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the last few decades, chip temperature has become
one of the most important criteria for designing high-

performance, cost-effective, and reliable integrated circuits
(ICs). Increased power consumption and temperature not only
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degrade the performance of a chip but also generate larger
subthreshold leakage power and cause reliability challenges [1].
Therefore, thermal analysis is an essential procedure for design-
ing any chip. Conventional thermal analysis relies on the
finite-element method (FEM)-based multiphysics simulators
(e.g., COMSOL and ANSYS). However, such commercial
simulators are computationally expensive and experience long
solution times along with large memory requirements [2]. These
limitations make commercial simulators unsuitable for evalu-
ating numerous design alternatives or running time scenarios.
Therefore, having fast and accurate thermal analysis is crucial
for chip design and thermal optimization.

To address the fast thermal analysis needs, researchers
have developed tools using compact thermal modeling meth-
ods [3]–[7]. Compact thermal models (CTMs) are built based
on the well-known duality between thermal and electric prop-
erties. In a CTM, the chip is represented as a network of
thermal nodes, and the chip temperature is modeled based on
an equivalent resistor-capacitor (RC) network of these thermal
nodes. A second-order heat diffusion equation is represented
using a first-order ordinary differential equation (i.e., an RC
equation), which simplifies the boundary conditions and low-
ers the complexity [3]. The equivalent RC network is then
solved using differential solvers to acquire the temperature of
each node.

We identify several challenges in existing compact thermal
simulators [3]–[5], [7]. First, these thermal simulators target
architecture-level thermal simulations only and do not per-
form standard-cell level thermal simulations. For standard-cell
designs, fine-granularity thermal simulation is necessary for
an accurate temperature estimation. To demonstrate the neces-
sity of standard-cell level simulation, we select a high power
design (Sparc) from OpenROAD [8] and carry out steady-state
thermal simulations at various granularities. Fig. 1 shows that
architecture-level thermal simulation (e.g., 32×32, 64×64, and
128 × 128) cannot achieve the same accuracy as standard-cell
level simulation (e.g., 256×256, 512×512, and 1024×1024),
with a maximum temperature inaccuracy of 3.28 ◦C and a
thermal gradient inaccuracy of 3.56 ◦C. For thermally aware
circuit or policy design (e.g., thermally aware dynamic volt-
age frequency scaling [9]), such accuracy losses will lead to
suboptimal designs or even failures.

Another challenge with the existing compact simulators is
that they cannot tackle large and complex problems (e.g.,
standard-cell level design problems or multilayered chips such
as in monolithic 3-D integration [10]) as the simulation time
rises dramatically when problem size increases. One reason
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TABLE I
SOLVERS, COOLING METHODS, AND INPUTS OF PACT AND OF EXISTING COMPACT THERMAL SIMULATORS. BE: BACKWARD EULER SOLVER;

TRAP: A HYBRID SOLVER OF BE AND THE TRAPEZOIDAL METHOD; FULL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN: REAL-WORLD STANDARD-CELL DESIGNS

SUCH AS THOSE FROM OPENROAD

Fig. 1. Temperature profiles for a standard-cell design at various grid
resolutions.

for this is that thermal simulators are typically designed to
be sequential and cannot easily be parallelized. In addition,
the solvers embedded in these simulators are often not effi-
cient enough to perform fine granularity thermal simulations.
For example, HotSpot [3] uses explicit adaptive fourth-order
Runge–Kutta (adaptive RK4) to conduct transient thermal
analysis and this method suffers from numerical instabil-
ity [11]. Such forward Euler methods may converge slowly for
transient simulation (e.g., on the order of days for a standard-
cell level chip model), depending on the granularity of the
chip as well as the thickness of the chip layers.

A third challenge is that existing compact thermal simula-
tors are either dedicated to a specific cooling technology or it
is difficult and time-consuming to extend them for emerging
integration and cooling technologies, such as microchannel-
based two-phase cooling, thermoelectric coolers (TECs), or
two-phase vapor chambers [2], [6], [12]. As a result, research
that proposes models for such novel cooling methods fre-
quently rolls out customized software packages (e.g., [4], [6],
[7], [12], [13]), resulting in a fragmented space of thermal
modeling tools. We summarize the solvers, cooling methods,
and inputs of popular compact thermal simulators in Table I.

This article introduces a SPICE-based1 parallel compact
thermal simulator (PACT) that enables speedy and accurate
thermal analysis for processors. Recent advances in
SPICE [14]–[16] solve many computational challenges
associated with modeling electric circuits, and PACT lever-
ages these improvements toward thermal modeling and
analysis. Unlike the existing thermal simulators that cannot
easily solve standard-cell level simulation problems, PACT
supports parallel computing with various types of solvers to
provide fast and accurate standard-cell level to architecture-
level2 thermal analysis, regardless of the problem size. In

1SPICE stands for Simulation Program with IC Emphasis.
2Standard-cell level thermal simulation refers to a high grid resolution

simulation (i.e., a grid node can occupy one or more standard cells) and
architecture-level thermal simulation refers to a relatively low grid resolution
simulation (i.e., a hardware block is often occupied by several grid nodes).

addition, users can easily extend PACT to model various
emerging integration and cooling technologies by adding
dependent/independent sources, resistors, and capacitors. The
main contributions of this article are as follows:

1) We design and implement PACT to enable fast and
accurate parallel thermal simulations.3 PACT aims to
address the fragmentation in the thermal modeling tool
space and provides a single tool that is able to conduct
efficient thermal evaluation from a standard-cell level
to the architecture-level, for a variety of chip integra-
tion and cooling technologies. Our ambitious goal with
PACT is to release a thermal simulator that provides
speedy and accurate thermal simulations and, at the
same time, caters to a vast number of (future) designers
and technologies with different needs and goals, without
requiring a substantial redesign of the tool.

2) To enable standard-cell level thermal simulation, we
interface PACT with OpenROAD [8], an end-to-end
silicon compiler. This interface allows the evaluation
of thermal behavior of full standard-cell level industry
designs directly. To speed up standard-cell level thermal
simulations, PACT is able to utilize the parallelism in
modern computing systems and conduct parallel sim-
ulations. We further build a 2.5-D silicon photonic
network-on-chip (PNoC) simulation framework [17] as
an example to show that PACT is compatible with popu-
lar architectural performance and power simulators [18],
[19] and is able to run transient simulations.

3) PACT can be easily extended to support various emerg-
ing integration and cooling technologies. This is in
contrast to the existing compact thermal simulators that
only support a specific cooling technology (or no cool-
ing technology). Owing to the easy extensibility of
PACT, users can explore the vast co-design space of
the computing and cooling systems. In addition, PACT
provides various steady-state and transient solvers to
enable tradeoffs between simulation speed and simula-
tion accuracy (e.g., for modeling the ultrathin layers in
a monolithic 3-D stack).

4) To demonstrate the applicability of PACT, we select
large and complex chips (realistic 2-D and monolithic
3-D ICs) and run standard-cell to architecture-level ther-
mal simulations to compare PACT to a well-known
compact thermal simulator, HotSpot [3]. PACT shows up
to 232× speedup compared to HotSpot in these experi-
ments. To demonstrate the extensibility of PACT, we also
integrate an emerging cooling technology model, i.e.,
liquid cooling via microchannels, and validate it against
3D-ICE [4]. Compared to 3D-ICE, PACT shows a

3PACT is opensourced at https://github.com/peaclab/PACT.
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maximum temperature difference of 0.41 ◦C and 1.12 ◦C
with a speedup of 1.6× and 2.05× for steady-state and
transient simulations, respectively.

5) We validate PACT’s accuracy by comparing it to
HotSpot and COMSOL, using full standard-cell level
industrial designs provided by OpenROAD. Compared
to COMSOL, PACT has a maximum temperature error
of 2.77% for steady-state and 3.28% for transient simu-
lation. We also compare the simulation time to HotSpot
using full industrial designs with a high grid reso-
lution (≥ 256 × 256). When compared to HotSpot,
PACT achieves speedups of up to 1.83× and 186× for
steady-state and transient simulation, respectively.

The remainder of this article starts with a discussion on
existing thermal simulators. Section III elaborates on the sim-
ulation flow, thermal netlist generation, and compact modeling
of various emerging technologies in PACT. We demonstrate
the impact of PACT by simulating realistic 2-D ICs, mono-
lithic 3-D ICs, die-stacked 3-D ICs with liquid cooling, and
chips with PNoC in Section IV. Section IV also shows the
validation and speed analysis of PACT using full industrial
designs from OpenROAD. Finally, we conclude the article and
discuss the limitations and future work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

To maintain safe chip temperatures, researchers have
proposed various solutions, including design-time thermal
management techniques [1], [20] and runtime policies, such
as dynamic voltage frequency scaling [21], [22], task schedul-
ing [23], [24], and thread migration [25], [26]. Several
emerging cooling technologies, such as liquid cooling via
microchannels [4], [27], [28], TECs [6], [29], two-phase cool-
ing [2], [7], and hybrid cooling (such as a hybrid design of
liquid cooling via microchannels and TECs [6], [30]) have also
been proposed by the researchers to mitigate the high chip
temperatures. These solutions often rely on fast and accurate
thermal analysis to enable design exploration and optimization
of their design parameters and runtime knobs.

However, when modeling large and complex chips or
conducting standard-cell level analysis, existing FEM-based
thermal simulators experience high computational complex-
ity and memory usage. For example, simulating the transient
behavior of a realistic chip with a high grid resolution can take
from several hours to days and easily requires beyond tens of
GBs of memory [6].

Compact thermal modeling methodology is a popular solu-
tion that can be used to solve the long simulation time
problem. In this method, the heat flow (W) passing through
a thermal resistor (◦C/W) can be represented as an electric
current (A) flowing through an electrical resistor (�). The
corresponding temperature difference (◦C) is equivalent to the
voltage drop (V). In addition, there is also a thermal capaci-
tance (J/◦C) that determines how much heat can be absorbed,
which is represented as the electric capacitor (F). A node’s
temperature can then be modeled as the node voltage of an
electric RC circuit as shown in Fig. 2(a). To model a chip
with multiple heat sources, heat conduction from each neigh-
bor node is modeled as thermal resistance. Node nk represents
the temperature of the circuit block and the current source ik
represents the power consumption of the corresponding node.
Ck0 represents the thermal capacitance of the node. A thermal

Fig. 2. (a) Thermal RC circuit. R is the thermal resistor, C is the thermal
capacitor, v0 is the ambient temperature, and v is the temperature of the node.
(b) Four-node thermal RC network to model temperature distribution.

RC network can be built based on the above parameters as
shown in Fig. 2(b).

Several compact thermal simulators have been designed to
model the full-chip temperature behavior and emerging cool-
ing solutions [1], [3], [4], [7]. Skadron et al. [3] introduced
HotSpot, an architectural thermal simulator that utilizes the
CTM method to conduct the thermal analysis for processors.
The latest version of HotSpot utilizes a sparse matrix direct
solver (SuperLU [3]) to obtain steady-state temperature pro-
files and an adaptive RK4 method to compute the transient
thermal behavior [31]. However, the forward Euler methods
such as explicit adaptive RK4 can suffer from numerical insta-
bility issues [11]. That is, as the number of grids increases
or layer thickness decreases to the nanometer level, adap-
tive RK4 continuously decreases the minimum simulation step
size, which slows down the simulation speed significantly.
For instance, transient simulation of thin layers (such as in
a monolithic 3-D system) with a high grid resolution takes
more than a day in HotSpot. There exist other compact thermal
simulators that focus on modeling specific types of emerging
cooling technologies [4], [7]. However, a common issue in
these compact thermal simulators [1], [3]–[5], [7], [12] is that
these simulators can only perform sequential thermal simu-
lations and are hard to modify to support parallel thermal
simulations. As the problem size increases, the simulation time
also increases significantly, especially for standard-cell design
transient thermal analysis.

To speed up standard-cell level thermal simulations, Green’s
function is a promising solution to conduct efficient simulation
for high grid resolution thermal simulations [32]. However,
if the geometry of the chip or boundary condition changes,
Green’s function needs to be recomputed or resimulated [33].
Other works have either introduced fast thermal simulation
algorithms [34], [35] or used hardware platforms (CPU-GPU
platforms) [36] to accelerate the thermal simulations. However,
these works focus solely on architecture-level thermal simu-
lations and their methods have not been demonstrated to be
applicable for emerging integration and cooling technologies.

Another potential solution is to use the SPICE simulator
to build the thermal network and carry out thermal simu-
lations [37], [38]. However, these works model the thermal
effects and reliability of interconnects and do not focus on
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Fig. 3. PACT simulation flow.

using the SPICE simulator for full system thermal analy-
sis. Moreover, these works are not opensourced and cannot
be extended to support emerging integration and cooling
technologies.

PACT provides a single tool to conduct an efficient thermal
evaluation from the standard-cell level to the architecture-level,
for a variety of chip integration and cooling technologies.
A key distinguishing feature of PACT is its inherent paral-
lelism, which speeds up the simulation time for standard-cell
level thermal simulations while maintaining high accuracy. As
PACT is a SPICE-based simulator, it can be easily extended to
support and evaluate chip designs with emerging cooling tech-
nologies. Moreover, PACT provides flexibility for the users to
decide whether they want a faster convergence speed or a more
accurate thermal profile by supporting various steady-state and
transient solvers.

III. PROPOSED SPICE-BASED THERMAL SIMULATOR

PACT is a SPICE-based standard-cell level to architecture-
level parallel compact thermal simulator. To explain how PACT
works, we first go over the simulation flow of PACT and then
discuss the core of PACT, which is a thermal netlist. A thermal
simulator itself should support the modeling of various emerging
integration and cooling technologies, and should be compati-
ble with architecture-level performance and power simulators.
Because of the simple structure of PACT’s thermal netlist and the
available SPICE component library, it is easy to extend PACT
to support various emerging integration and technologies. We
illustrate the extensibility of PACT by modifying the thermal
netlist to support the modeling of conventional heat sinks, 3-D
ICs (die-stacked 3-D and monolithic 3-D), and liquid cooling
via microchannels. We show the compatibility of PACT with
popular architecture-level performance and power simulators
by creating a 2.5-D PNoC simulation framework. Since PACT
acquires full industrial designs from OpenROAD, we also elab-
orate on the interface between PACT and OpenROAD. The
SPICE engine also provides PACT with various steady-state
and transient solvers, which can benefit PACT in terms of sim-
ulation speed. We discuss the available solvers in PACT and
also demonstrate why the selection of the solver is important
for evaluating the thermal behavior of processors.

A. PACT Simulation Flow

Fig. 3 shows the simulation flow of PACT. The simulation
steps are as follows:

1) Users pass information of the chip stack (such as the
number of layers, floorplans, or power traces), mate-
rial properties (including thermal resistivity and specific
heat), problem size (number of grids), heat sink type,
and cooling method to PACT.

2) PACT calculates the lateral and vertical thermal resis-
tance, as well as thermal capacitance for each grid. For
the layers that consume power, PACT also computes the
power consumption of each grid. For emerging cool-
ing layers, PACT determines the corresponding cooling
parameters based on the cooling design as well as the
input. In the meantime, PACT builds the heat sink
requested by users.

3) PACT calculates and assigns R, C, and power values
to the corresponding resistors, capacitors, and indepen-
dent current sources and uses these circuit components
to build a thermal netlist.

4) PACT allows the users to specify the type of simulation
(steady-state or transient) as well as the solvers.

5) Users can also enable parallel thermal simulations
by specifying the number of cores and nodes via
OpenMPI [39]. PACT utilizes hypergraph partitioning
via the Zoltan library [40] and subdivides and dis-
tributes the thermal netlist to the available processors.
The Zoltan library provides an effective load balancer
and seeks to minimize the message passing overhead
among processors [40].

6) PACT solves the RC thermal netlist using the SPICE
engine of PACT and outputs the grid temperatures along
with the simulation time and resource usage summary.

B. Thermal Netlist and SPICE Circuit Components

Similar to other compact simulators, PACT also calculates
the thermal resistor, capacitor, and heat flow values using
(1)–(4) shown as follows:

Rx = Rλ · w

l · t
, (1)

Ry = Rλ · l

w · t
, (2)

Rz = Rλ · t

w · l
, (3)

C = cp · w · l · t. (4)

Rx, Ry, and Rz are the thermal resistance along the x, y, and
z directions, respectively. C is the thermal capacitance of the
grid node. Rλ and cp are the thermal resistivity (mK/W) and
specific heat capacity (J/m3K) of the material, respectively.
w, l, and t are the width, height, and thickness of the grid
node, respectively. To calculate the heat flow values, PACT
uniformly divides the power profile of the chip into grids
based on the predefined grid resolution. Then, it creates a
power matrix (W) to assign power to each grid to represent the
heat flow. Since PACT is a SPICE-based simulator, PACT can
directly use the circuit components available in the SPICE
library to construct the thermal netlist. To extend PACT to
support emerging integration and cooling technologies, users
need to add additional libraries or utility functions and modify
the thermal netlist. It is straightforward to build and modify
the thermal netlist by adding and deleting the circuit com-
ponents or changing the connection of the thermal grids in
PACT. Fig. 4 shows the component symbol, component name
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Fig. 4. SPICE circuit component usage in PACT.

in SPICE, and equivalent terminology in PACT. For steady-
state simulation, PACT only uses resistors, voltage sources,
and current sources to build the thermal netlist and conducts
operating point analysis (.OP in SPICE) to solve the thermal
netlist. For transient simulation, PACT also calculates the ther-
mal capacitance of the corresponding grid node. To construct
the thermal netlist for emerging cooling technologies, users
need to add the circuit components from the SPICE library to
model the unique cooling behavior of that cooling method. For
instance, to model the heat conduction along the microchan-
nel of the liquid cooling via microchannels method, additional
voltage-controlled current sources need to be added to the ther-
mal netlist. For transient thermal simulations with real power
traces, PACT uses the piecewise linear (PWL) function com-
ponent and stores the power traces for each grid node in the
corresponding PWL component to conduct transient analysis
(.TRAN in SPICE).

C. Extensibility of PACT

As we discussed in Section III-B, building the thermal
netlist in PACT using SPICE simplifies the construction and
modification of the netlist, which enhances the extensibility of
PACT. In this section, we give several examples to demonstrate
how we can extend PACT to support new technologies, such
as different kinds of heat sinks, 3-D ICs, and liquid cooling
via microchannels.

1) Heat Sink: There are many different kinds of heat sinks
that can be modeled using PACT. In the current version of
PACT, we support a medium-cost heat sink that is adopted
from a recent work [3] and a fixed air convection heat transfer
coefficient (HTC) heat sink.

The medium-cost heat sink represents a combination of the
heat spreader, heat sink, and fan and is used to mimic the real-
istic heat sinks in processors and servers [3]. By modifying
the size, material, and air convection HTC of this medium-cost
heat sink, it can also be used to model heat sinks for mobile
chips. To build this type of heat sink, we add two additional
layers on top of the chip to represent the heat spreader and
heat sink. In addition to the normal heat spreader and heat sink
grid nodes that connect to the chip nodes, we only need to add
12 additional heat sink and heat spreader nodes on the top of
the original thermal netlist and populate the resistance and
capacitance as the thermal resistors and capacitors attached
to these nodes [3]. Similar to HotSpot, four of the additional
nodes are assigned to the periphery of the heat spreader, while
the remaining of the eight nodes (four inner nodes and four

Fig. 5. High-level simulation flow with the medium-cost heat sink.

outer nodes) are assigned to the periphery of the heat sink. The
thermal resistance and capacitance of the additional nodes of
the heat spreader and heat sink are calculated based on the
size, thickness, air convection resistivity, thermal conductiv-
ity, and specific heat of the heat sink and heat spreader. We
show the high-level simulation flow for enabling this medium-
cost heat sink in Fig. 5. The heat spreader and heat sink
specifications have to be specified through PACT front-end.
The medium-cost heat sink utility functions are added to the
PACT’s backend, to calculate the additional thermal resistance
and thermal capacitance introduced by this medium-cost heat
sink.

Since simulations of some emerging cooling technologies
(e.g., liquid cooling via microchannels and two-phase cooling)
require a fixed air convection HTC heat sink or even no heat
sink on top of the chip, it is not realistic to use the medium-cost
heat sink [2], [4], [6], [7], [12]. Due to this reason, PACT also
provides a fixed air convection HTC heat sink, where vertical
thermal resistance of the heat sink is the air convection HTC.
PACT replaces the heat spreader and heat sink with a dummy
layer and connects it to the ground with a vertical thermal
resistance calculated using the fixed air convection HTC [6].

2) Modeling Layers With Heterogeneous Materials: Unlike
the typical 2-D chips, 3-D ICs need additional TSVs or mono-
lithic interlayer vias (MIVs) to enable interlayer communication
and power delivery to the tiers. Therefore, thermal simulators
should have the ability to model heterogeneous materials within
one layer. Similar to the 3-D extension in HotSpot, PACT is also
capable of modeling layers with heterogeneous materials [3],
[41]. For a layer with the homogeneous material, PACT assigns
the same vertical and horizontal thermal resistance as well as
thermal capacitance to each resistor and capacitor component
inside of this layer, respectively. For heterogeneous material
nodes in a layer, PACT directly modifies the thermal resistance
and thermal capacitance of the corresponding heterogeneous
nodes and creates thermal resistance and capacitance matrices
to generate the thermal netlist.

3) Liquid Cooling via Microchannels in PACT: PACT
offers standardized interfaces for easy integration of various
compact models of emerging cooling techniques. These mod-
els are imported as python modules in PACT. A sample liquid
cooling via microchannels chip stack is shown in Fig. 6. In this
chip stack, both the bottom and top layers are silicon dies, and
the liquid microchannel layer is placed in the middle to miti-
gate the strong vertical thermal coupling issue for 3-D stacking
architectures. We adopt the liquid cooling via microchannels
compact modeling methods from recent work [4], [6]. Unlike
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Fig. 6. Small section of a liquid-cooled chip stack.

a typical compact thermal grid that consists of 6 thermal
resistors for each node to represent the heat conduction from
north, south, east, west, top, and bottom directions, a liquid
microchannel grid node has only four thermal resistors, which
represent the heat conduction between the coolant and the
microchannel walls. In PACT, the thermal resistance of a liq-
uid microchannel grid node is calculated based on the vertical
and side wall HTCs (i.e., hf ,vertical and hf ,side, respectively)
shown as follows [4], [6]:

hf ,vertical = hf ,side = kcoolant · Nu

dh
. (5)

Nu, kcoolant, and dh are the Nusselt number, the thermal con-
ductivity of the coolant, and the hydraulic diameter of the
channel, respectively. The additional voltage-controlled cur-
rent source models the liquid convection effect inside the
microchannel. The relationship between the current Jconv and
liquid convection coefficient cconv is shown as follows:

Jconv = cconv(Tin − Tout). (6)

PACT uses cconv as the transconductance of the voltage-
controlled current source and {Tin, Tout} as the voltage con-
trolling nodes. Tin is the average voltage of the previous
microchannel node and current microchannel node, and Tout is
the average voltage of the current microchannel node and the
next microchannel node. We show how to implement liquid
cooling via microchannels grid nodes in Fig. 7. All the liquid
cooling input parameters (e.g., liquid flow velocity, thermal
resistivity, specific heat capacity, etc.) have to be specified as
user inputs. Users have to create a python module (Liquid.py)
to define the vertical and side walls’ thermal resistance, as well
as the liquid convection coefficient. The thermal resistance and
liquid convection coefficient are then used to create the thermal
netlist, where vertical and side walls’ thermal resistance are
modeled as electric resistors and the liquid convection coeffi-
cient is used to model the voltage-controlled current source.
In addition, users also need to define the liquid grid type
(e.g., virtual temperature node is placed at the center of the
grid node and not at the bottom of the grid node). PACT
calls the correct liquid cooling library (Liquid.py) to obtain
the thermal resistance and liquid convection coefficient. In
this way, the modeling methodology of liquid cooling via the
microchannel grid node in PACT can be applied to model the
grid nodes of microchannel-based two-phase cooling and TEC
units by creating their respective compact libraries (i.e., python
modules).

Fig. 7. (a) High-level simulation flow with liquid cooling via microchannels.
(b) Additional liquid cooling library file for implementing a CTM for liquid
cooling via microchannels.

As we see in Figs. 5 and 7, to support emerging integra-
tion and cooling technologies in PACT, users only need to add
their additional cooling method libraries and the existing cir-
cuit components from the SPICE simulator library to create a
new thermal netlist based on the existing design. To model a
new cooling technology in PACT, users need to first create the
CTM of the cooling method and then map the CTM compo-
nents to circuit components. The thermal netlist code is well
structured and requires minimal changes to support emerg-
ing technologies. It is also possible for users to extend the
SPICE library with a self-defined circuit component to support
other emerging cooling technologies. Depending on the SPICE
engine integrated with PACT, users can either modify the .lib
file or create a new component written in Verilog-A [15].

D. Compatibility of PACT

To show the compatibility with architecture-level
performance/power simulators, we integrate PACT with
Sniper [18] and McPAT [19] and create a PNoC cross-layer
simulation framework to model the system performance and
PNoC power under different activated laser wavelengths
and microring resonators (MRRs) lock status. The PNoC
simulation framework is adopted from recent work [17] and
shown in Fig. 8. The original simulation framework uses
HotSpot as the thermal engine; we replace HotSpot with
PACT to evaluate the temperature of the PNoC. POPSTAR
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Fig. 8. PNoC simulation framework.

Fig. 9. Flow diagram of OpenROAD.

is a 2.5-D manycore system with a PNoC architecture and
it has been modeled in Sniper. McPAT is used to compute
the core and cache power consumptions, while PACT is
used to determine the temperatures of all the MRR groups
(MRRGs). We show the temperature validation results against
the original PNoC simulation framework in Section IV-B.

E. OpenROAD Interface

OpenROAD is a top-level RTL-to-GDS flow, which gen-
erates post-routing design exchange format (DEF) files of a
given circuit [8]. We use OpenROAD to get spatial power
information at the standard-cell level. Fig. 9 shows the flow
diagram of using OpenROAD [8] to generate an indus-
trial input for PACT. Using the DEF files, we generate the
power values for every single instance in the design using
OpenSTA4 [8], which is a static timing analysis tool from
parallax software that recently went opensource and supports
gate-level simulation. OpenSTA is included in the OpenROAD
project and the power reporting mechanism is similar to
Synopsys PrimeTime [8]. The accuracy of OpenSTA was
verified against industrial tools by its developer. Using the
DEF files, every single instance in the circuit is passed to
OpenSTA [8], while providing the standard-cell library files
(lib and lef) and the operating frequency. Finally, based on
the die dimensions and the number of grid nodes the user
desires, we compute the power per grid node by identifying
the gates that belong to each single grid node based on their

4OpenSTA: https://github.com/The-OpenROAD-Project/OpenSTA.

Fig. 10. Transient simulation time of a two-layer chip stack.

TABLE II
INFORMATION ABOUT AVAILABLE SOLVERS IN PACT

coordinates, and then compute the grid node power by sum-
ming the power values of all the gates that belong to it. Since
OpenROAD is an opensource project, users can directly utilize
this interface to create standard-cell level power maps and per-
form thermal simulations. For other commercial EDA design
flows (e.g., Cadence and Synopsis), PACT can also be used
as the backend thermal simulator with the same interface.

F. PACT Solver

The steady-state and transient solvers in the existing com-
pact thermal simulators, such as HotSpot, are not comprehen-
sive enough to model and simulate different chip architectures.
For instance, we model and simulate the transient behavior of
a two-layer chip stack with a grid resolution equals 50×50.
The sampling interval is set to 3.33 μs and the end time is
set to 666 μs (total 200 steps). We sweep the layer thickness
from 100 μm to 100 nm and show the simulation time results
in Fig. 10. The simulation time increases by more than 2880×
when the chip thickness decreases from 100 μm to 100 nm.
As we discussed in Section II, the reason behind this simula-
tion time burst is the numerical instability issue of RK4. The
forward Euler methods can provide high accuracy and simula-
tion speed for nonstiff equations, but for stiff equations (such
as modeling thin layers in HotSpot), the simulation time can
be extremely long [11].

Unlike other compact thermal simulators, PACT supports
various steady-state solvers (e.g., KLU, SuperLU, and AztecOO)
and transient solvers (such as Trapezoidal, backward Euler,
and Gear) [15]. We list the information of available solvers
in PACT in Table II. KLU, KSparse, and SuperLU are serial
solvers. However, if the users use parallel settings with these
serial solvers, the thermal netlists are evaluated and assembled
in parallel, which is significantly more efficient compared to
only using a single processor to evaluate and assemble the
netlist [15]. These solvers make PACT comprehensive so that
it can be applied to solve thermal netlists from various chip
architecture designs at different simulation granularities.
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There are accuracy and speed tradeoffs among differ-
ent solvers and simulation modes (parallel or serial) in
PACT [15], [42]. The simulation mode, the number of cores,
problem size, and the solver type determine the overall accu-
racy and running time of the thermal simulation. For example,
TRAP is a hybrid solver of the backward Euler and the
Trapezoidal method, and for the chip stack used in Fig. 10
with 100 nm thickness, the simulation time of PACT using
TRAP solver takes less than 29 s. As another example,
KLU is a direct solver that is used for single-core steady-
state simulation, while AztecOO is an iterative steady-state
solver and it outperforms KLU for multicore simulations. For
standard-cell level thermal simulations, AzetcOO is preferred
since it enables parallel thermal simulations. For architecture-
level thermal simulations, KLU outperforms AztecOO mainly
because the problem size is small and the additional commu-
nication cost of multicore processing takes longer time than
single-core simulations. Another example is that for certain
thermal netlists, using an iterative solver (e.g., AztecOO) to
conduct steady-state simulations may result in a convergence
error in PACT [15]. In this case, PACT notifies the users of the
convergence error and suggests the users use a direct solver
(e.g., KLU) instead.

Since the SPICE engine is designed from the ground up to
be distributed-memory parallel, all of these solvers can support
parallel simulation via OpenMPI [15]. However, for the exist-
ing compact thermal simulators, such as HotSpot, 3D-ICE, and
ThermalScope, the designers have not considered the standard-
cell level simulation problem and how to utilize the benefits of
multicore and multiprocessor simulations with a server cluster
to tackle this problem. Therefore, PACT can be parallelized to
achieve notable speedup when compared to running thermal
simulations via existing compact thermal simulators.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the advantages of run-
ning parallel thermal simulations with PACT. We first run
steady-state and transient simulations with large and complex
realistic 2-D and monolithic 3-D multiprocessor system on
chips (MPSoCs) and compare the simulation speed to HotSpot.
Then, we show thermal evaluation results against a PNoC sim-
ulation framework with HotSpot to show the compatibility of
PACT with respect to popular architectural performance and
power simulators. In addition, we validate the accuracy of the
liquid cooling via microchannels CTM integrated with PACT
and compare the simulation time to 3D-ICE. Finally, to vali-
date the accuracy of PACT, we compare the standard-cell level
steady-state and transient thermal profiles to those obtained
using HotSpot and a FEM-based simulator, COMSOL. Since
PACT is a parallel thermal simulator, we also compare the sim-
ulation speed of PACT to HotSpot using parallel simulation
mode. In addition, we also compare the accuracy and running
time of PACT to the Manchester thermal analyzer (MTA) [43].

PACT is written in Python and we use Xyce 6.12
with OpenMPI 3.1.4 as our SPICE engine for all the
experiments [15], [39]. We perform our simulations on the
Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Center
(MGHPCC). MGHPCC consists of hundreds of compute
nodes and each node has at least 128 GB of memory and two
sockets. We run on nodes that contain two Intel Xeon E5-2680

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF MONOLITHIC 3-D CHIP AND THE

SCC-BASED CHIP SIMULATIONS

TABLE IV
SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE MONOLITHIC 3-D CHIP AND

THE SCC-BASED CHIP

v4 CPUs, each with 14 2-way hyper-threaded cores. We use
at most four nodes (112 cores) in each of our experiments.

A. Speed Analysis With Complex 2-D and Monolithic
3-D ICs

We use PACT and HotSpot to simulate two large and com-
plex chips to demonstrate the applicability and advantages of
PACT. We simulate a 256-core processor (2-D IC) inspired
by the Intel SCC scaled to 22 nm [20] and a 33-layer mono-
lithic 3-D IC adopted from recent work [44]. For the 256-core
SCC-based chip, the core architecture is based on the IA-32
core [45]. We obtain power profiles of a simulated SCC-based
chip from recent work [20]. For our simulations, we select
the power profile that results in the highest thermal gradi-
ent and chip temperature of the SCC-based chip, to extract
the most interesting thermal profile of the chip. The selected
power profile has a hot spot power density of 216.6 W/cm2.
We summarize the experimental setup in Table III. We use the
same medium-cost heat sink in both HotSpot and PACT and
report the simulation speed results in Table IV. We observe in
these results that PACT is favorable for solving standard-cell
level problems due to its ability to conduct parallel thermal
simulations. For the monolithic 3-D chip, when the num-
ber of grids = 200 × 200, PACT takes less than 19 min
to finish both steady-state and transient simulations. On the
other hand, it takes HotSpot 3 h to finish the steady-state
simulation and more than three days for transient. Another
advantage of using PACT is that users are allowed to select
different types of solvers. We observe that the HotSpot numer-
ical instability problem in transient simulations is exaggerated
for the thin layers in monolithic 3-D ICs (thickness < 1 μm),
which makes HotSpot and forward Euler solver unsuitable for
simulating thin layer chips. For standard-cell level thermal
simulations such as Intel SCC-based chip, when compared
to HotSpot, PACT achieves a maximum speedup of 1.9×
and 232× for steady-state and transient simulations, respec-
tively. The reason behind this speedup is that as the problem
size increases at a finer granularity, the direct steady-state
solver (SuperLU) in HotSpot significantly slows down due to
its large memory usage. However, for finer grid resolutions,
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TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF PNOC SIMULATIONS

Fig. 11. Thermal maps for running application bt with 96 threads and 10%
performance constraint using the original PNoC simulation framework and
PNoC simulation framework using PACT. MRRG is on the interposer layer.
The number of grids used in the simulation is set to 64 × 64.

PACT automatically uses AztecOO, which is an iterative solver
with parallel mode to speed up the thermal simulations. For
standard-cell level thermal simulations with large and complex
chips, PACT outperforms HotSpot in terms of steady-state and
transient simulation times. Most importantly, since the major-
ity of the runtime thermal management policies are based on
the transient behavior of the chip thermal profile, having a fast
transient thermal simulation is particularly important.

B. Full System Simulation of 2.5-D Systems With PNoC

We obtain the power profiles from running the original
PNoC simulation framework (using HotSpot as the thermal
simulator) with multithreaded applications from HPCCG [46],
UHPC [47], and NAS-PB [48] with a different number of
thread combinations. We compare PACT’s simulation results
to the results generated using the original PNoC simulation
framework. For the transient power traces, we collect the aver-
age power value every 100 million instructions. We summarize
the experimental setup in Table V. The detailed model, archi-
tecture, policy, and experimental setup can be found in the
previous work [17], [49]. Since MRRG temperatures directly
determine the heat power, we only compare the temperature
results of PACT to HotSpot. Fig. 11 shows the thermal maps of
application bt with 96 threads simulated using both the original

Fig. 12. Transient temperature results for running application hpccg with 96
threads and 10% performance constraint using the original PNoC simulation
framework and PNoC simulation framework using PACT. The number of grids
used in the simulation is set to 64 × 64. The left image shows the average
power traces and the right image shows the average temperature traces.

TABLE VI
PNOC SIMULATION RESULTS

PNoC simulation framework and the PNoC simulation frame-
work with PACT. Note that MRRG is placed on the interposer
layer. PACT thermal maps are almost identical to the thermal
maps generated using HotSpot. We also show the transient
simulation results compared to HotSpot in Fig. 12. Table VI
shows the maximum and average temperature difference for
these two PNoC simulation frameworks across all the experi-
ments. As we see in the table, in comparison to the original
PNoC simulation framework, the PNoC simulation framework
with PACT has less than 1% maximum temperature difference,
which demonstrates that PACT is also compatible with popular
architecture-level performance and power simulators.

C. Liquid Cooling via Microchannels Simulation Results

To investigate the accuracy of the liquid cooling via
microchannels model in PACT, we directly compare the
steady-state and transient simulation results against 3D-ICE,
which has already been validated against real prototypes [4].
We select a liquid cooling chip stack as shown in Fig. 13(a)
and model it in both PACT and 3D-ICE. We summarize the
validation setup in Table VII. Note that we set the grid res-
olution to 1000×5 for these experiments and use the same
setup in PACT and 3D-ICE. We summarize the simulation
results of PACT and 3D-ICE in Fig. 14. �T is the tem-
perature difference between the temperature of the current
step and the coolant inlet temperature. PACT shows a max-
imum temperature difference of 0.41 ◦C and 1.12 ◦C for
steady-state and transient simulations, respectively. Compared
to 3D-ICE, PACT also shows up to 1.6× and 2.05× speedup
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Fig. 13. (a) Front view of the chip stack. (b) Microchannel layer thermal
map (power density = 100 W/cm2 and coolant velocity = 0.5 m/s).

TABLE VII
VALIDATION SETUP OF LIQUID COOLING VIA

MICROCHANNELS SIMULATIONS

for steady-state and transient simulations, respectively. PACT
potentially can achieves a higher speedup compared to 3D-ICE
when the initial matrix factorization time in 3D-ICE is consid-
ered. The main reason for this speedup is that PACT supports
parallel thermal simulation. Fig. 13(b) shows the microchan-
nel layer thermal map in PACT (power density = 100 W/cm2

and coolant flow velocity = 0.5 m/s). The temperature of the
coolant increases as the coolant flows across the chip and that
results in a higher temperature at the outlet. This trend is
expected since the coolant keeps absorbing heat as it flows
along the microchannel. Accuracy comparison of PACT’s liq-
uid cooling model against another validated recent model [6]
also shows very similar results of only up to 0.09 ◦C maximum
temperature difference.

D. Standard-Cell Level Validation of PACT Against
COMSOL and HotSpot

To validate the accuracy of PACT, we compare the steady-
state and transient simulation results to COMSOL and HotSpot

Fig. 14. Liquid cooling via microchannels simulation results. The top
image shows the maximum temperature difference for each power profile
when coolant flow velocity = 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 m/s. The bottom image
shows the transient temperature curve of PACT and 3D-ICE when power
density = 100 W/cm2 and liquid flow velocity = 0.5 m/s. This case shows
the maximum temperature difference between PACT and 3D-ICE.

TABLE VIII
VALIDATION SETUP OF HOTSPOT, COMSOL, AND PACT

TABLE IX
STATISTICS OF THE REALISTIC MPSOCS FROM THE

OPENROAD BENCHMARK SET

using different numbers of grids. We summarize the validation
setup in Table VIII. The detailed statistics of the MPSoCs from
OpenROAD are shown in Table IX. To ensure standard-cell
level thermal simulation, the grid resolution should depend on
the number of standard cells, standard cell size, and design
complexity. Based on the MPSoCs we used in the experi-
ments, a grid resolution of equal or higher than 256 × 256
should be used to simulate the standard cell designs. The uti-
lization is defined as the ratio of the area of standard cells,
macros, and the pad cells to the area of the chip minus the area
of the sub floorplan. Higher utilization indicates more logic is
packed into a smaller area, which, in turn, results in higher
power density. To show the scalability of PACT, the MPSoCs
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Fig. 15. PACT’s thermal maps for the MPSoCs from OpenROAD. The number of grids used in the simulation is set to 256 × 256. Different utilization
levels (shown next to chip names) affect floorplan, chip size, and power density.

Fig. 16. Steady-state grid temperature validation results (utilization = 95%).
MPSoCs with 95% utilization result in the highest maximum, average, and
minimum grid temperature error. The error is calculated with respect to
COMSOL.

in our test set have different power values and chip sizes. The
steady-state thermal maps (256 × 256) of the MPSoCs from
OpenROAD are shown in Fig. 15. These thermal maps indicate
that the maximum chip temperature across all cases are close
to 90 ◦C and the maximum thermal gradient is around 9 ◦C.
The steady-state grid temperature validation results are shown
in Fig. 16. We observe that in comparison to COMSOL, PACT
has maximum, average, and minimum grid temperature errors
of 2.77%, 1.76%, and 0.89%, respectively, which demonstrates
the accuracy of PACT’s steady-state simulation. The error is
calculated with respect to COMSOL by dividing the grid tem-
perature difference (◦C) by the maximum on-chip temperature
reported by COMSOL. Fig. 16 also shows the accuracy results
for HotSpot with respect to COMSOL. As we see in the fig-
ure, when compared to COMSOL, PACT and HotSpot have
similar maximum, average, and minimum errors.

Next, we compare the steady-state simulation time of
HotSpot and PACT using the setup as shown in Table VIII
with various numbers of cores (8, 16, 56, and 112). We
also include finer grid resolutions, such as 512 × 512 and
1024×1024. We show the speedup of PACT’s simulation time
against HotSpot in Fig. 17. For parallel steady-state thermal
simulations with multiple cores, we select KLU and AztecOO
as PACT’s solvers. As we see in Fig. 17, for steady-state simu-
lations using 256×256 grids with a relatively small number of
cores (8 and 16), HotSpot is faster than PACT by as much as
2.3×. But note that the simulation time is rather short in these
cases (22–134 s). The reason is that since PACT is written in

Fig. 17. Steady-state and transient simulation times of PACT. The speedup
of PACT against HotSpot is shown on the y-axis. The speedup is computed
as the ratio of the simulation times of HotSpot and PACT. Negative values
mean HotSpot is faster than PACT for those cases.

Python (and HotSpot is written in C), the front-end processing
time of PACT is longer than HotSpot. Another possible rea-
son is that Xyce 6.12 (PACT’s SPICE engine) uses a one-step
DC analysis to perform operation point analysis, which slows
down the steady-state simulation. When the problem size is
relatively small (e.g., 256 × 256), using a large number of
cores (e.g., 112) results in a high communication cost between
cores and nodes. This communication cost is a potential timing
bottleneck [15] and may result in longer simulation times. For
standard-cell level problems (e.g., 512×512 and 1024×1024),
PACT results in shorter simulation times than HotSpot. The
maximum steady-state simulation speedup of PACT compared
to HotSpot is 1.83× (1024 × 1024 with 56 cores). Note that
using 112 cores for problem sizes of 512×512 and 1024×1024
also has the high communication cost issue and results in
longer simulation times compared to using 56 cores.

We also run steady-state simulations using PACT with KLU.
For parallel simulation using a serial solver such as KLU, the
thermal netlist is evaluated and assembled using multiple pro-
cessors, but only one processor is used to solve the netlist [15].
However, AztecOO is a parallel iterative solver that uses
multiple processors to evaluate, assemble, and solve the ther-
mal netlist. In Fig. 17, where the thermal netlist is evaluated
and assembled with the KLU solver using multiple processors,
PACT still achieves speedups compared to HotSpot, with a
maximum speedup of 1.75× (1024 × 1024 with 56 cores).

For transient validations, we create a step response for
each MPSoC and compare the grid temperature results against
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Fig. 18. Transient validation results. The number of grids used in the simulation is set to 256×256. Due to the space limitation, we only show the results
that have the highest transient temperature difference.

Fig. 19. Synthetic power traces for PACT and HotSpot simulations. Due to
the space limitation, we only show the results that have the highest temperature
difference.

COMSOL and HotSpot. We run each transient thermal sim-
ulation with a step time of 3.33 ms and the total simulation
time of 99.9 ms (total steps of 30). We show the average
grid temperature simulation results of Sparc and PicoSoC in
Fig. 18. Compared to HotSpot, PACT has a maximum and
average temperature difference of 0.05% and 0.01% across
all the experiments, respectively. In comparison to COMSOL,
PACT has a maximum and average difference of 3.28% and
1.1%, respectively. �T is the temperature difference between
the temperature of the current step and the ambient tem-
perature. Since OpenSTA [8] lacks dynamic power traces,
we utilize the steady-state power profiles from OpenROAD
and randomly apply ±15% additional power values for each
standard cell to create synthetic transient power traces. We
simulate both PACT and HotSpot using the same setup as
shown in Table VIII. The results are shown in Fig. 19. We see
that PACT temperature traces overlap with HotSpot temper-
ature traces. The steady-state and transient validation results
indicate HotSpot and PACT are at the same accuracy level.

We then compare the transient simulation time of HotSpot
and PACT with cores = 8, 16, 56, and 112. For parallel tran-
sient thermal simulations with multiple cores, we select TRAP
as the solver of PACT. Fig. 17 demonstrates that PACT out-
performs HotSpot in every test case. Since HotSpot uses an
explicit adaptive RK4 method (fourth-order forward Euler),
to ensure the accuracy of simulation results, adaptive RK4
needs to decrease the minimum simulation step to satisfy the
numerical stability constraint [11]. On the other hand, PACT
uses a TRAP solver (the second-order backward Euler method)
that eliminates the numerical instability problem. PACT can
achieve a speedup of up to 186× when compared to HotSpot

Fig. 20. Steady-state and transient simulation time of PACT and MTA.

(1024 × 1024 with 112 cores). We also observe that dif-
ferent grid resolutions affect the thermal netlist generation,
hypergraph partition, and solver running time, while the chip
size affects the thermal netlist generation time only. Across
all the standard-cell level simulations for the designs from
OpenROAD, PACT’s total running time is dominated by the
hypergraph partition and solver running time. The thermal
netlist generation time is negligible.

E. Standard-Cell Level Comparison of PACT Against MTA

MTA [43] is a thermal simulator that can perform standard-
cell level thermal simulations. We compare PACT’s temper-
ature results and simulation speed for both steady-state and
transient analysis to that of MTA 2.0 using full industrial
designs from OpenROAD. The experimental setup is almost
the same as Table VIII. We change the transient step size to
3.33 μs with a total number of steps to 100. We also use
the same medium-cost heat sink in both PACT and MTA. We
select the default mesh provided by MTA, which results in
639 920 degrees of freedom. To ensure a fair comparison, we
set the grid resolution in PACT to 256 × 256. For steady-state
simulations in MTA, we use {mode 0} and since MTA does not
support adaptive mesh refinement for parallel thermal simula-
tions, we use {mode 2} to perform transient simulations with
the adaptive time step size. We carry out linear heat model par-
allel thermal simulations with MPICH. The steady-state and
transient maximum temperature differences are 0.45 ◦C and
0.83 ◦C. We average the simulation time for each MPSoC
selected from OpenROAD as shown in Table IX and present
comparison in Fig. 20. Compared to MTA, PACT can achieve
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a maximum speedup of 1.98× and 9.64× for steady-state
and transient simulations, respectively. Since MTA is a FEM-
based thermal simulator and PACT is based on the compact
thermal modeling methodology, the complexity of solving the
second-order heat equation is obviously higher than solving
the first-order thermal RC network. Even with the adaptive
time step size, PACT can still achieve better simulation time
than MTA.

V. FINAL REMARKS

A. Conclusion

In this article, we presented a SPICE-based Parallel
Compact Thermal simulator (PACT) that enables fast and
accurate standard-cell level to architecture-level steady-state
and transient thermal simulations. PACT can be easily
extended to support emerging integration and cooling tech-
nologies and is also compatible with popular architecture-level
performance and power simulators. To demonstrate the exten-
sibility of PACT, we integrated two types of heat sinks, a
model for layers with heterogeneous materials, and a CTM
for liquid cooling via microchannels in PACT. We also use
PACT to build a PNoC simulation framework with Sniper and
McPAT to show its compatibility. In addition, we also cre-
ated an interface between PACT and OpenROAD that can
be used to evaluate the thermal behavior of full industrial
designs. When compared to COMSOL, PACT has a maximum
temperature error of 2.77% for steady-state and 3.28% for
transient simulation. Compared to HotSpot, PACT can achieve
up to 1.83× and 186× speedup for steady-state and transient
simulations, respectively.

B. Limitations and Future Work

The current version of PACT only supports the cuboid grid.
Other grid shapes such as circular (which is useful for simulat-
ing round heat pipes) can only be approximated using several
cuboid grids. However, this process can be done manually for
one circular grid and can then be automated for all the grids
across the design. Also, the current version of PACT does
not support an adaptive grid (nonuniform grid) and we plan
to add this feature in the later versions of PACT. Currently,
PACT does not envision the quantum effects in the nanometer
scale (40–300 nm [32]). To guarantee the simulation accu-
racy of PACT, the minimum grid size has to be larger than
300 × 300 nm2. For sub-14-nm technology, users have to
combine several standard cells into one grid node to conduct
thermal simulations. Otherwise, the thermal dissipation will be
dominated by the ballistic transportation of acoustical phonon
and the overall simulation accuracy will be affected [32]. An
open design problem for PACT is to consider the quantum
effect in the nanometer scale and use the Boltzmann transport
equation to model nanometer-scale phonon effects.
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